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I hope you will understand that the offspring of  successful fi gures in show business are a potential 
embarrassment to write about with any degree of  impartiality. Having a son and a daughter who 
are in the category I’m well aware that theirs is a diffi cult position from which to start a career; 
both in their performing roles and in real life they are inevitably compared with their parents, 
whatever steps they may take to avoid the position.

So I can’t be impartial about Joe Stilgoe; I knew his brilliant father Richard long before Joe was 
a consideration. Thank goodness then that the younger Stilgoe’s creative output is nothing like 
(although equally attractive as) his father’s; thus neither need fear being compared with the other.

Then again, Dad’s keyboard playing was always satisfactory and responsive to the requirements; 
Joe’s is so fl uent that it borders on virtuosity. Not since Oscar Peterson’s halcyon days have 
I heard a jazz player who could be compared to such a great artist in both technique and 
inspiration. Add a fi ne rhythm section and on some tracks a couple of  classy soloists, throw in 
some really imaginative arrangements from the pen of  the bandleader, and you have a perfect 
example of  intelligent, witty and accessible entertainment provided by a talented young man of  
whom we shall surely hear more in the future.

John Dankworth
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 songwriters know the pain of  a heavy silence, or worse, agitated muttering after 
the announcement ‘here’s one of  my own songs’. In jazz clubs this happens a lot. There is 
a comfort in hearing a song announced that you know really well, and as you look around 
everyone else is either nodding or mouthing as many of  the words as they know. So every 
time I write a song I’m fully aware of  the competition. Does it stand up to the standards?
 On a recent gig I played two of  my originals early on (to get them out of  the way) before 
announcing a well-known song. From the back of  the club came a relieved ‘OH I LIKE 
THIS ONE’. It was diffi cult to take. My only hope is that some day someone might say that 
about one of  mine. Even if  they don’t, I thought I’d write a song with those words in the title, 
so at least I can say it.
 This album is something I hope you’ll enjoy whether young, old, happy, sad, in love, 
heartbroken, in a car, on a train, doing the washing or dancing with expansive leg thrusts. 
With this in mind I’ve tried to choose songs that cover all bases and sit nicely together. I could 
write an essay on each track: which, why, how, WHAT? but to stop you turning the page, I 
won’t. I must mention a few though. ‘Slow train’ is here as a tribute to both the eccentric and 
indefatigably English duo of  Flanders and Swann; and the age of  steam travel. I love trains, 
I love British place names and I love waltzes. ‘The surrey with the fringe on top’ begins its life 
as a bumpy romp; hooves fl ying everywhere, and settles into the lyrically beautiful last chorus, 
which I thought needed to be slowed right down (it wasn’t a mistake). ‘If  I only had a brain’ 
has also dropped to a crawl, allowing the genius of  Yip Harburg’s lyrics, mixing ridiculous 
rhymes with heartbreaking sentiment, to be heard in all their glory. All too often I fi nd myself  
agreeing with the Scarecrow.
 As for my own songs, I suppose I won’t hear the silence. But let’s hope there’s not too much 
agitated muttering.
 I hope you like this one.
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What a day to fl y with fears unseen
My feet are landing this machine
When I walk I’ll never see the crowds
My head’s address is now the clouds

I’ve lost the soreness in my eyes
I think you took them by surprise
And such a lovely sight
I hope I get this right

Took a stroll which seemed to last for days
I lost myself  in many ways
How we laughed when we declared with ease
A shared dislike of  bonsai trees

We stopped outside the bakery
An odd choice for a shopping spree
You pointed just for fun
And said ‘do you like this one?’

So I said
Oh, oh, oh, oh I like this one
Oh, oh, oh, oh I like this one
Oh, oh, oh, oh I like this one
I’m in a spin so I’ll begin
By saying I like this one

Later on with thoughts of  Fred Astaire
We danced like waltzers at the fair
And a drink amid the fading light
My heart so fast, my lungs so tight

And then before the sun got bored
Before the second glass was poured
You said ‘excuse the pun’
But pour the other one

So I said
Oh, oh, oh, oh I like this one
Oh, oh, oh, oh I like this one
Oh, oh, oh, oh I like this one
I’m in a spin so I’ll begin
By saying I like this one

I felt a wave of  elation
Knowing that this had begun
But with a slight trepidation
I hope you like this one

CHORUS
The best thing since they sliced the bread
I’m walking where the angels tread
I just loved it when you said
I (woop-woo) LIKE THIS ONE

There’s no point lying down
If  you’ve never had to stand
No point in having arms
If  they won’t lend a hand

It’s useless being wise
With no one there to hear
No point in setting sail
Without a ship to steer

I could be wrong,
But I thought I heard a click,
This little song
Is hoping you will stick with me

ONE – drously you glide from me until you’re out of  sight
TWO – far out of  my league but then my favourite word is might.
ONE can fi nd a way
TWO in the game can play
THREE if  it’s better with two,
I won’t stop wanting you.

There’s no point aiming high
If  you’re afraid of  heights
No good being Superman
If  you’re not sure about the tights

So fruitless trying to drink
When all the wells are dry
It’s futile trying to wink
If  you only have one eye

I could be wrong
But I thought I heard a beat
This little song
Is hoping you’ll be sweet to me.
CHORUS
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Your letterbox is bursting,
Your phone just rings for hours,
There’s never even time for tea.

I wouldn’t be much hassle,
So if  you’ve something free.
Is there any room for me?

The sigh of  tired pages;
The phone book holds its breath.
You’ve never reached beyond the letter G.

I’ll bargain with the ages,
I’ll negotiate with death.
Is there any room for me?

Rainbows run for cover
When they see me coming near.
The stars look down and turn the other way.
I know it’s just a heart
But it’s better when it’s here.
Is there any room for me?

The rain is so persistent
But in a funny way
It’s nice to know the clouds have sympathy.
I’m brilliant with pancakes,
And I brush three times a day.
Is there any way you’ll see?
There must be some room,
Is there any room for me?

The train is cancelled
So please, with our apologies,
Make your way to the surrey.
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I have a twisted tongue that always trips up;
It seems to have a mission to upset.
Now I think I’ve learned to zip my lips up.
The dig’ll wriggle through, you can bet.
They should invent a button for this problem,
With suitable expressions, quips and lines.
When I’m out there killing every conversation,
The button saves the day and clears the mines.

I make the easy things look hard
With me an inch becomes a yard
My train of  thinkin’ goes to Lincoln for the week.
I caught the sun but I dropped the moon,
I’d eat my words but I lost the spoon
You know I really shouldn’t be allowed to speak.
About as eloquent as a slug
I’ve done my digging, now I’m dug
I’m like a mouse who has a problem with his squeak.
I’d use my mouth but it’s full of  feet
Replacement hooves would only make me bleat
You know I really shouldn’t be allowed to speak.

I’m sorry I offended you
It’s just I’ve always tended to
SPEAK before I think. The sink
Will wash my mouth with soapy drink.
I’ve got a thousand fi nes to pay
I even have more lines to say
Maybe I should retire;
I don’t want to set the word on FIRE.

I cut the silence like an axe
They sell my accidents in packs
My double Dutch is almost equal to my Greek.
The only thing that I’ve got to prove
Is that my tongue maybe has to move,
You know I really shouldn’t be allowed
Really shouldn’t speak aloud
You know I really shouldn’t be allowed to speak

You know I really shouldn’t be allowed
I really shouldn’t speak aloud (Round and round a lot)
Somebody (SOMEBODY!), Somebody (SOMEBODY!),
Somebody (SOMEBODY!), Somebody (SOMEBODY!),
SOMEBODY tell me to STOP.

I used to rake for rainbows,
I used to sift for stars,
I used to fi ght with dark and light.
I’ll prove it with the scars.

I used to conquer countries
I’d quite a busy time,
But compared to you,
These things I used to do
Were just pure pantomime.

There’s nothing fi ner than waking with you in my head,
Nothing sweeter than seeing you smile,
There’s nothing grander than remembering that thing
that you said.
Nothing fi ner than to know it’s true,
That nothing could be fi ner than you.

I played poker with the Prophets,
They could always see my hand
We bet the Gods with ridiculous odds
And drink till we couldn’t stand.

I used to start religions,
I had my own personal creed.
It all means nothing,
It’s all just a fi x,
You’re the only thing I really need.

CHORUS
There’s nothing sweeter than stealing a look in the crowd,
Nothing grander than holding your hand,
There are few things easier than saying these words out loud
Nothing could be fi ner than you.

Nothing fi ner than to know it’s true
That nothing could be fi ner than you.
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Recorded by Sonny at Livingston Studios, London, UK, February and July 2008
Mixed by Sonny at Livingston Studios
Assistant engineers Dan Ingall and Anthony Leung
Mastered by John Webber at Blue Pro Studios, London, UK
Piano tuned by Anthony Skeaping
Produced by Joe Stilgoe
Executive producer Alan Bates
A&R by James Wright
Design by Christopher Field – www.cgfdesign.com
Photography by Jonathan Stewart – www.jonathanstewartphotography.com
Joe plays Yamaha pianos

Producer’s notes:
The sessions were recorded with Pro Tools through the rather marvellous Solid State Logic E/G 
desk, but mixed on to the now obsolete GP9 half-inch reels (we used the last known in existence) 
so we had the ease and versatility of  digital technology and the warmth and audio quality of  
tape. This is exciting for very few people. The bass was recorded with just a microphone so it 
actually sounds like a double bass.

Special thanks:
All the musicians, especially Chris and Ben. You’re really rather good. Trichards for ears and 
advice. Martin and Gemma for sheer excellence, Tom Mason (que nada) for stepping in at the 
last. All other musicians who’ve helped me along the way; too many to mention for both space 
and memory reasons. Nick Weldon and Anton Browne for showing me how to do it, John 
Dankworth and Cleo Laine for support and help, Anthony, Bridget, Jodie and Lewis Carnie at 
Radio 2, Helen Mayhew. Sheela, Joe and all at AIR, Paul Pace and Steve Rubie for the early 
gigs. Johnny Barran for all the breaks. SONNY, thank you for the personal cheese. Ayesha and 
Kristin at MB. Finally, to all friends and my brilliant family who’ve been so supportive and not 
too insulting.

www.joestilgoe.com



1. I like this one (J.Stilgoe)
2. I won’t stop wanting you (J.Stilgoe)
3. Secret love (S.Fain & P.F.Webster)
4. I thought about you (J.Van Heusen & J.Mercer)
5. Is there any room for me? (J.Stilgoe)
6. The lady is a tramp (R.Rodgers & L.Hart)
7. Mr Spiggott (J.Stilgoe)
8. Slow train (M.Flanders & D.Swann)
9. Rail replacement service (J.Stilgoe)
10. The surrey with the fringe on top (R.Rodgers & O.Hammerstein III)
11. Nothing could be fi ner (J.Stilgoe)
12. I really shouldn’t be allowed to speak (J.Stilgoe)

BONUS TRACK:
13. If  I only had a brain (H.Arlen & E.Y.Harburg)

Musicians:
Joe Stilgoe – piano and all vocals, Ben Reynolds – drums and percussion, Chris Hill –
double bass on all tracks except Tom Mason – double bass on tracks 1, 3 & 7, Martin Shaw – 
trumpet and fl ugelhorn on tracks 4, 11 & 12, Tom Richards – tenor saxophone on track 12,
Gemma Rosefi eld – cello on track 5. Handclaps and shouting by everyone.

All songs arranged by Joe Stilgoe
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